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Prudence and Intertemporal Utility
Piera Mazzoleni

Abstract

The intertemporal development of the consumption and saving plans has promoted
a dynamic study also for the evolution of utility and the correspondent behavior
towards risk.
The characterization of the risk aversion when facing multiple risks is particularly
suitable to describe the behavior of sectors such as the banking and the insurance
ones.
Recently, the analysis has been extended to an intertemporal framework and,
refemng to the well known recursive equation, a dynamic approach to risk aversion
has been proposed.
The interrelation between time and risk deserves further evaluation in order to
better state the dynamics of prudence. Indeed, it is no longer possible to confine
prudence to management bounds: it has to become a proper description of the
decision makers behavior.
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1. Introduction
In a static framework it is worth considering the different certainty equivalent
on the side of the offer and on the side of the demand. They may be read as
trading prices and set equal to the minimum bound and to the maximum bound
for trade, respectively.
For linear utility functions they cannot be distinguished and coincide with the
expected value of the random amount. Alternatively the difference with respect
to the expected value defines the risk premium which is related both with the
variance, that is, with the riskiness of the amount under examination, and with
the utility function, that is with the agent’s preferences.
When the utility function is neither linear nor exponential equilibrium conditions may be set also in presence of inequalities between the selling and the
purchasing prices.
A very simple introduction of time is related with the lag between the time
at which the trade decision occurs and the time at which the random amount X
is available (or due).
Then we may refer all the amounts at time T=O and define an immediate
certainty equivalent.
As it is well known in the economic analysis, marginal notions play a much
more important rule than do their average or total analogues. Therefore we are
led from the notion of the certainty equivalent to the notion of precautionary
equivalent.
A typical field in which it is worth distinguishing demand and offer is the
actuarial one. Consider for instance the standard non life insurance: a certain
immediate premium is exchanged against a random future claim, deriving from
the risk covered by the insurance policy.
Suppose it is possible to derive under the expected value.
Then if the marginal utility U’ is convex, a Jensen type inequality is verified
by the marginal utility and may be restored as equation by the insertion of an
additional term.
At this point it is possible to treat the offer and the demand such as the one
expressed by an insured to his insurer, separately, and analyze the properties of
the prudential equivalent.
A compensating precautionary premium is defined as a function of the variance of the random amount (risk) and of the prudence measure pa = -U”’/U”.
It is proved that such a new concept is non trivial and gives an actual improvement of the risk premium.
But what is even more interesting, Kimball (1990) used the two period consumption investment model by Rothschild-Stiglitz to provide an interpretation
to prudence in terms of optimality first order conditions, which typically use the
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marginal functions.
Indeed if we find an inequality rather than an equilibrium equation, some
constraint will be active, cutting down the level of consumption: then, due to the
classical complementarity conditions, a suitable compensation is needed.
A more significant analysis for prudence is carried out in the two period model
and allows us to emphasize the roles of borrowers and lenders.
In a dynamic framework precautionary saving has been introduced under the
assumption of an additive and separable utility function. In order to overcome
this limitation a recursive utility has been defined with a dynamic programming
approach. First uncertainty is resolved by calculating a certainty equivalent,
which takes into account future information, and then the current value of the
objective function is added, thus allowing the satisfaction of the optimality principle by Bellman.
But this way prudence is authomatically introduced, since the certainty equivalent is applied to the value function of the recursive equation of dynamic programming and it results to be referred to the optimizing process. T h e precautionary premium may be calculated only indirectly.
If we want to caracterize demand and offer we may formulate a two-person
dynamic game, so that the saddle point gives the optimal demand and offer and
in correspondence the bid-ask precautionary premium is indirectly found.

2. Bid-ask precautionary premium
When pricing a random amount it is worth taking into account the possible
difference between the moment a t which the price is paid and the one a t which
the asset produces a random money flow. But this is the typical distinction
arising in the actuarial literature. Indeed, it is customary to separate the party
ceding the risk and the counterpart assuming it.
As it is well known in the economic analysis, marginal notions play a much
more important role than do their averages or total values. Therefore we are led
from the notion of certainty equivalent to the notion of prudence equivalent.
Prudence is a kind of behavior which is always recommended in t h e bank and
insurance management. Nevertheless it requires to be defined more precisely.
As well as plain risk may be sold and purchased, we face two different optimization problems: the one of the ceding party trying to maximize the benefit,
the one of the assuming counterpart, accepting risk and in correspondence trying
to minimize the loss. Even if the first order conditions look the same, it is not
true that the amount required to kee:, optimality has the same either value or
meaning.
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Assume it is possible to derive under the expected operator. From the side of
the insured we may take the Jensen’s inequality:

E [U‘ (Wo - X ) ] > EU’(W0)

+

W, = WO X being the initial wealth, allowed to be random, and X the
random amount.
Then due to continuity properties we may ask whether it is possible to maintain the level of marginal utility when the individual offers the risk X .
If the addition of q. is such that

E

[u: (WO- X

+ qa)] = EUL ( WO)

*.:

qa is related with the expected value of the risky operation by qa = E X -$,, =
xbeing called the equivalent precautionary premium.
The side of the insurer will require a reduction of the risk able to restate the
equilibrium in the marginal utility.
Indeed, the minimization of the loss will require a reverse inequality

+

E [U’ (Wo X ) ] < EU’ (Wo)
and a corresponding compensation

when purchasing the risk X . q b is related with the expected value of the risk
by the corresponding precautionary premium q b = E X - $b = x This means that in an optimization framework it is possible to restate equilibrium conditions on the side of the demand and on the one of the offer.
Since this equilibrium condition is stated in terms of marginal utility it may
be read as a first order optimality condition for both the insurer and the insured.
This of course is trivial in the case of linear utility functions. Otherwise we
have to take separate the decision variables.
In a discrete environment Castagnoli-Li Calzi (1994) suggested to read the
expected utility as a bounded probability with respect to an ideal reference level.
If we take the first order difference instead of the derivative and transform it
into a probability difference, we get

+

+

E[Ua (Wo - X q. + A ) ] - EUa(Wo- X 4). =
= Prob(W0 - X
qa A 2 Xu,,) - Prob(W0 - X qa 2 Xu,) =
= Prob(Xue - A 5 Wo - X -t q. < Xua)

+ +

+

That is if we introduce a reference level Xu, the probability before and after
the risky operation belong to the interval (Xua - A,Xu,) after a suitable prudent
adjust men t q..
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+

An analogous result holds for WO X - q b with respect to Xu,.
In order to characterize the conditions for trade, let us remind that W, =
WO X : then the asking precautionary compensation depends on the expected
, = qb(Wo,x)= qb(Wo,O) X.
value x=EX, qa = qa(Wo x , ~ )qa
From such expressions we get

+

+

+

and the following relation states the sufficient conditions for trade if
decreasing prudence

ax * --aw.

dqa
aqb
-> -

dx

&'a

>0

U exhibits

* p i < 0.

Indeed it is immediate the following:

THEOREM - Assume U,, = ub = U.If U displays constant non-null prudence,
a n equilibrium condition for the marginal utilities from the demand and offer
sides holds, which guarantees that an insured is reaching his maximal benefit,
the insurer his minimal loss. Alternatively, conditions arise to adjust the optimal
decisions to the possible differential between the initial wealths from one side,
w
band the adjustment prices q, -I-qb.
PROOF - Let Wo and Wb the non random part of W, and Wb and set
q b ( W b , x ) = W b - Wo. Then equality

w,

+

entails Wb - WO= qb(Wb, 0) x. Therefore condition from changing optimality
decisions with wealth is given by x < 10 = wb - WO- q b ( W b , 0). 0

3. Prudence and intertemporal utility
T h e notion of certainty equivalent applies a compensation principle: if an individual takes on a risk, how much monetary compensation is necessary in order
to maintain the same welfare.
Therefore we face either equilibrium conditions or willingness to trade.
Usually the same model represents the behavior of an agent acting as a seller
and a buyer.
But if we are truly representing a trade, the equilibrium conditions arise from
a game theoretic approach
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A saddle point under concavity assumption on the first argument and convexity assumption on the second argument require that the first order conditions
are satisfied

EUi

(wn - x + q:,, wb + x - q b )
( w n

=0

- x + q a , , wb + x - qb.) = 0

In a dynamic framework both time and uncertainty are taken into account.
A first example of dynamic analysis for the risk market is the following development of the Kimball (1990) illustrative model.
Consider the two period optimization problem to find the optimal consumption decision after ceding risk X

+

max g(c) ~h

(w.- c - X )

where g is the first period utility function, h the second period one, W. =
Wo + % the initial wealth including risk % = I X , E X = 0 , C the first period
consumption. No explicit reference is done to the time lag.

+

First order conditions, also sufficient under the usual concavity assumption,
g'(C) = Eh' (Wa - C -

X)

have to be suitably modified after the sale of risk
with the addition of a
compensation q. in order to maintain the optimal level of consumption unchanged

h'(W0 - C) = Eh' (W.

- C - y + q.)

q. is known as the compensating precautionary askin5 price.
Suppose the initial wealth Wo is augmented of risk X in the second period.
Then the optimization problem to find the optimal consumption decision after
purchasing risk % becomes

max g(C)

+ E h (W, - C + 3

A compensating precautionary bid price q b is required in order to restore
optimal consumption
h'( WO- C) = Eh' (Wo. - C

+ Z- q b )

If the problem is approached as a stochastic dynamic model, the attention is
concentrated on the value function. Then the certainty equivalent is generalized
for the objective rather than for the decision variable. This approach allows us
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to manage the difference between the demand and offer sides, if we set a different
certainty equivalent for the first and for the second argument.
Let us refer to Duffie-Epstein (1992). The utility process for a given financial
flow XE D,D being the space of investment flows, which we suppose to be 1valued square integrable processes, is defined by a semimartingale, V, that is, a n
adapted process that can be written in the form H + K , H being a finite variation
process and K a local martingale.
For any time t the random variable Vt is treated as the utility for the continuation { ( X 3 ,Y3): s t } , where & denotes the utility of the entire process
{ ( X s , y J ): s 2 01.
For any interval I of the real plane, let P ( I ) denotes the space of probability
measures on I whose mean exists.
By a certainty equivalent m we mean a function m : P(Z) + R that associates
to a probability measure p (representing the distribution of utility) its certainty
equivalent m(p).
In order to motivate the recursive utility, we will suppose that V is the utilityY).
disutility process for a demand-offer investment process (X,
In a discrete -time setting we get a representation as

>

m(-

vt IF,) = G ( X t ,yt, Vt)

for some G = Z x R + R.
IFt) of the
Thus the agent first computes the certainty equivalent m(IF,) a t time t , which is combined a t a second step
conditional distribution (with the decision variables (X,,
y t ) through an aggregator.
Assume differentiability with respect to At. We get

d

-mx(ds

d

-my(ds

= -fa(X,,

y ,vt) a.s.

IFt),=,, = - f b ( X ; ,

Y,, K ) a.s.

v,+l IFJs=0

&+I

Therefore it is no longer defined the certainty equivalent but its dynamic
evolution law.
The pair (f,m ) is called an aggregator. f determines the degree of intertemporal substitution of investment both as a sale and as a purchase.
Given f , risk attitudes of the seller and the buyer are fixed by the certainty
equivalent m.
Optimality for a continuous-time recursive utility function is characterized by
Bellman’s equation, which is an extended version of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation.
In a finite time horizon, a controlled state process { W ( t ) }and a regular
normalized aggregator f are given.
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Let

I? : I x T + 2xxy define the admissible set of controls in the time interval

T=[O,T] for some finite T, in the sense that (Xt,
k;) must be chosen from the set

I? (w,,W b rt ) a t time t , when the current state W ( t )is w,,Wb E R.

x)E D , the state process ( W ( t ) )exists if it uniquely

For a given control ( X t ,
solves the equation

+

dWb(t)= pb(Wb(t),t,Xt,x)dt gb(Wb(t),t,Xt,Yt)dBt
where W ( t )is given, p and u are measurable.
We will restrict ourselves to the filtration F= (Ft) of a standard Brownian
motion B in R" .
A process ( X ,Y ) = (Xt,
K ) is an admissible control if there is an integrable
state process { W ( t ) }solving system (*).
Let Dr denote the set of admissible control processes.
Let CJ denote the recursive utility function on D generated by f and consider
the control problem
4
i;f

sup U ( X , Y ) = U ( X * , Y . )
X

Denote v the value function and Dwv(wa, W b , t ) the first order approximation.
Then the Bellman equation

gives a sufficient condition for a saddle point. The optimal policy ( X * ,Y ' ) is
the argument of the saddle optimal value.
Therefore if we compare the two different situations with B = 0 and B # 0,
then the difference of the optimal solutions represents the precautionary compensation.
Finally it is worth noticing that when the functional form o f f keeps separate
the influence of risk and time it is possible to recognize the insurance and saving
attitude and it is especially the second which is related to prudence.

(*) T h e research has been supported by Murst and CNR.
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